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Abstract: Diabetes is caused when the sugar level increases or the solution which control sugar level i.e. 

insulin level go down. also it can be caused due to weight gain(i.e. acessive weight) it is long lasting health 

condition which effect the patient body turn the food to energy/fat .it affect all age people from child to 

adult everyone and the starting stage symptoms are very negligeous. Later on it may show the symptoms 

like headache, vision problem and many more and when due to diabetes there is increase in glucose level it 

affect work of red blood cells (RBC) and also the power of white blood cell is get lower which can make it 

happens for other disease also diabetes not get to be transmitted from one suffers to another (i.e. non- 

communication ) ,and covid session is going on it more likely get serious for diabetic patient there are many 

two types of methods for treating diabetes allopathic and medical tasks. We aim to make an affective way 

for predict diabetes earlier. 
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